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After many years as an official 
dealer for Manitou loaders, 
T H WHITE has now also been 
appointed as a dealer for the 
French company’s innovative 
range of access and aerial work 
platforms.
 Making it easy and safe to 
access hard-to-reach places, 
Manitou’s aerial platforms 
are offered in a variety of 
configurations. Depending on the 
application, the most appropriate 
solution might be a platform 
with a long-reach articulated or 
telescopic boom, or straight lifts in 
more confined spaces might call 
for a ‘scissor’ lift or a vertical mast.
 Starting with 
the compact 80 VJR 
vertical mast model 
which has a working 
height of 7.65m (25ft), 
the range includes 
many configurations 
right up to the brawny 
telescopic boom 280 
TJ which can reach 
a working height of 
27.75m (91ft) while 
lifting a payload 
of 240kg (529lb). 
Where heavier loads 

need to be lifted the scissor-lift 
models come into their own, the 
100 SC having a lifting capacity 
up to 680kg (1,500lb). The models 
are variously offered with diesel, 
electric or hybrid power.
 Construction, installation and 
repair tasks are the obvious 
applications for Manitou aerial work 
platforms and indeed they are sold 
through T H WHITE Construction, 
but there are many other uses too. 
For example, the ever-increasing 
size of agricultural machinery such 
as combine and forage harvesters 
means that an aerial platform 
can make it much easier to access 
higher level inspection panels 

and parts. We have 
recently been using 
a Manitou 100 VJR 
when working on 
combine harvesters 
in our Marlborough 
depot (see photo).
     If you would like 
to know more, our 
Construction specialist 
Steve Clucas-
Tomlinson would be 
happy to talk through 
the options. Call him 
on 07860 593339.

CONSTRUCTION

GAINING ACCESS WITH MANITOU
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It really is an impressive piece of kit. 
Even more impressive is the quality of 
cut produced by this mower in even 
the most challenging conditions.
 This is the Ransomes MP495 cylinder 
mower and we visited the University 
of Warwick’s Coventry campus in April 
where, only a few weeks after delivery, 
it has already proved its worth on the 
sports pitches.
 Head Groundsman Charlie Yeomans 
has been looking after the University’s 
turf for 31 years and has always favoured 
cylinder mowers for the areas which 
need a perfect finish: “We had been 
using a Ransomes Commander for the 
last 14 years which 
was an excellent 
machine, but it had 
worked hard and was 
worn out so we knew 
we would have to 
replace it this year.”
 When it comes 
to Ransomes and 
Jacobsen machines 
Charlie knows that 
he will get great 
support from 
T H WHITE, and in particular local rep 
Lee Miles. “Lee arranged a demo for us 
on a couple of machines,” said Charlie, 
“both cylinder and rotary models. I know 
there have been great advances in rotary 
mowers – in fact we use them for many 
of the rougher areas around the campus 
– so I was keen to try both cylinder and 
rotary mowers on the pitches. However, 
for me there was no contest – the 
cylinder mower is a little more expensive 
and requires a slightly higher level of 
maintenance, but it delivers the very fine 
quality of cut I was looking for.”
 The Ransomes MP495 is one of the 
latest series of Ransomes mowers built 
on a new, rugged platform that was 
developed from the ground up to create 
a new generation of adaptable and 
practical wide area mowers. Powered 
by a direct injection 49hp Kubota Diesel 
engine the MP495 has ample power 
for the five cutting units and features 

electronic lift controls making it highly 
manoeuvrable and easy to transport.
 The high spec and cut quality 
clinched the deal for Charlie, who 
placed an order for the MP495 with one 
important extra – the all-weather cab. 
“Our 15 pitches – for football, cricket, 
rugby, American Football and Lacrosse 
– are always in high demand, not only 
from within the University but also for 
external matches and tournaments. 
That means we often have only a small 
window to carry out maintenance and 
repair and we have to get the work done 
whatever the weather.
     “Soon after Lee delivered our new 

MP495 we had a wet 
spell and the decision 
to have the cab fitted 
was much appreciated 
by our groundsman, 
Trevor! More 
important than that, 
though, is the fact that 
the MP495 performs 
fantastically well in the 
wet, no clogging and 
no clumping, allowing 
high quality cutting 

when you normally wouldn’t even 
consider going out mowing.”
 Charlie is clearly a man who makes 
his choices carefully and, having had the 
previous Ransomes Commander for 14 
years, he envisages the MP495 being part 
of the University of Warwick groundcare 
armoury for at least the next 10-plus 
years. “Part of keeping machines running 
in the long term definitely depends on the 
relationship you have with the supplier. 
With Lee and T H WHITE we have a great 
relationship of trust – he is really helpful 
and will do whatever it takes to help us 
keep things running efficiently. You can’t 
really say fairer than that.”
     When you are considering your next 
machine for any kind of grounds or pitch 
maintenance, why not call your local 
T H WHITE Groundcare branch? We offer 
a vast range of specialist equipment and 
we can help to assemble a package to 
meet your precise requirements.
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WHITE’S WORLD ONLINE
WHITE’S WORLD is also available in 
digital form where stories can easily 
be reviewed by division. In the digital 
edition we include stories that may 
be received too late for print.
 To sign up for digital updates visit 
www.thwhite.co.uk/signup. We will 
then send you a monthly email with 
links to all the top stories and off ers. 
As always, you will have the option to 
unsubscribe at any time.

Model Head Reach Hydraulics Features

PA 5565 1.2m or
1.5m 5.5m 65hp Built to last for full time contractors or busy 

farming workloads.

PA 6565T 1.2m or
1.5m 6.5m 65hp

Longer reach to tackle intensive verge mow-
ing and hedge cutting. Comes with choice 
of advanced controls – VRF and Twincut 
- World’s fi rst dual rotor fl ailhead. One availa-
ble with revolution control.

65 Series Power Arms

The 65-series is McConnel’s 
entry level range of professional 
Power Arms. Built to last from 
super-strength Domex steel, 
65-series machines are extremely 
robust, built for contractors and 
local government. They feature 
SoftStart rotor engagement, 
hydraulic safety breakaway, and a 
cushioned top link for longevity.

GROUNDCARE

CLEAN CUT AT UNIVERSITY OF WARWICK

70 Series Power Arms  Best selling power arm for heavy users

REVOLU
TIO

N CONTROL

Model Head Reach Hydraulics Features

PA 6570T 1.2m or
1.5m 6.5m 70hp

Built to withstand the heavy workloads of 
professional contractors. Easy Drive System, 
TwinCut and Variable Forward Reach armset.

Model Head Reach Hydraulics Features

PA 5860 1.2m 5.8m 60hp Tapered seam welded arms, motion control. 
Ideal for farmers and contractors.

60 Series Power Arms  

The 60 Series Power Arms are McConnel’s most advanced mid-range machines, 
off ering excellent features at a mid-range price. Ideal for large-scale farmers, 
contractors and local government green maintenance teams.

Model Head Reach Hydraulics Features

PA 5455 1.2m 5.4m 55hp Cast iron pumps, gearboxes and oil fl iters.

55 Series Power Arms

Off ering power, performance 
and value for money, 
McConnel’s 55 Series Power 
Arms are designed for 
farmers, contractors and 
local government green 
maintenance teams. A staple 
market leader.

FROM £14,260

Following the spring sunshine in 
March and April, growth of hedgerows 
and verges has been early and rapid 
this year. In anticipation of a fast start 
to the cutting season we have made 
sure that our 2019 order of McConnel 
Power Arms is in stock and available to 
customers right now.
 As a major UK stockist of McConnel 
hedgecutting equipment, this year’s 
stock starts with the trusty PA 5455 
from just £14,260 Ex-VAT and goes 
right up to the meaty PA 6570 for non-
stop contracting professionals. There’s 
also a little one for the small scale 
farmer and contractor – we have a PA 
3430 motion mini control – compact, 
light, fuel efficient with outstanding 
manoeuvrability and precision for 
working in smaller spaces.
 All our McConnel power arms come 
complete with a cutting head and oil. 
Buyers can choose a 1.2 or 1.5m head 
and optional orbital unit which then 
allows the unit to work at additional 
angles to cater for cutting in narrow lanes.

Revolution Control
Our PA 6570Ts come with McConnel’s 
Revolution Control, a state-of-the-art 
multi-function reach arm control system 
that enables users to tackle a huge 
variety of work tasks, offering significant 
strides in productivity and safety.

Multicut Flailhead
Our power arms are supplied with the 
McConnel Multicut Flailhead in which the 
spiral layout of the lugs ensures that only 
two flails are cutting at any one time for 
a smooth, continuous cutting action.

 if you are thinking about 
upgrading your hedgecutting 
equipment or a brand new purchase, 
don’t miss out on the best – contact 
your T H WHITE sales representative 
today for great deals.

AGRICULTURE

GET A CUT 
ABOVE WITH 
AN EARLY BIRD 
PURCHASE

SEE US AT THE SHOWS
GROUP

North Somerset Show AGRICULTURE  
North Somerset Showground, Bathing 
Pond Fields, Wraxall, BS48 1NE, 6 May. 

Big Ford Tractor Working Day
AGRICULTURE  Conscience Ln Rowde 
Devizes SN10 2NH, 6 May. 

Malvern Spring Festival
GROUNDCARE  Three Counties 
Showground, Great Malvern, 
Worcestershire, 9-12 May. 

Arb Show  JENSEN The National 
Arboretum, Westonbirt, Glos GL8 8QS, 
17-18 May.

Tip-Ex  PALFINGER UK Harrogate 
Convention Centre, Harrogate, Yorks 
HG1 5LA, 30 May - 1 June.
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FABULOUS KUHN KIT READY TO INCREASE YOUR PRODUCTIVITY!
KUHN is the ‘Rolls Royce’ of grass kit, so make sure you have the best this season. As 
a major Kuhn dealer T H WHITE can offer you the full Kuhn product range and we 
currently have all these items and more IN STOCK, ready to go, and backed up by a 
fabulous after-sales package on parts and service. All machines benefit from excellent 
manufacturer warranties, with 2-year warranties on balers.

PLUS We also have a large selection of NON GRASS KUHN KIT in stock – 
supporting late cultivation, spreading and drilling, maize prep...

Don’t forget we offer the full Kuhn range including ploughs and bedding and feeding 
products – if there’s something you don’t see here we can usually obtain it on request.

KUHN Profile 24.2 CL TMR Mixer Wagon

Only £39,950

AGRICULTURE

Model Features Working 
width

PTO power 
requirement

FC 8830
Lift Control, Optidisc 
cutter bar, Digidrive 
pivoting steel fi ngers

8.73m 191hp

FC 9530
Lift Control, Optidisc 
cutter bar, Digidrive 
pivoting steel fi ngers

9.53m 210hp

Triple Gang Disc Mower Conditioners
Ideal for large farms and contractor cuts, having the ability easily to 
cut through 200-plus acres per day,

These are high output, high acreage cut units which take full 
advantage of large, 300hp tractors with one unit on the front and 
two on the back.  Cuts faster for efficiency and high quality silage.

The FC 8830 (left) and FC 9530 (right) triple-gang mower conditioners have the ability easily to cut through 200-plus acres per day.

Model Features Working 
width

PTO power 
requirement

GMD 3511 Protectadrive, Lift Control 3.51m 49hp

GMD 4411 Protectadrive, Lift Control, 
Hydraulic suspension 4.35m 61hp

New generation horizontal fold Front Mounted Disc Mowers

Model Features Working 
width

PTO power 
requirement

FC 3125 F
Lift Control, Optidisc 
cutter bar, Digidrive 
pivoting steel fi ngers

3.1m 68hp

FC 244 Protectadrive, Lift Control 2.4m 50hp

FC 314 Protectadrive, Lift Control 3.11 66hp

Mower Conditioner range starting at just £8,647

FC 244

FC 9530

GMD 4411

FC 8830

Model Features Working
width

Maximum 
tractor hp

HR 3004 With Maxipacker roller 3m 250

HR 4004 With Maxipacker roller 4m 250

HR 5004 DR Folding model – limited stock 5m 250

HR 6004 DRC Folding model – limited stock 6m 280

Power Harrows from 3 to 6 metres

HR 3004

Model Features Bale size Binding

VB 3160 Progressive density bale 
chamber, Optifeed intake

120 x 
80-160

Net, 
twine & net

VB 3165 Progressive density bale 
chamber, integral rotor intake

120 x 
80-160

Net, 
twine & net

SW 4014 Telescopic sliding frame (1.20-1.50) x (90-1.40)

Round Balers and Square Bale Wrappers

Model Rotors Features Working width

GF 502 4 Digidrive, 6-tine rotors 5m

GF 6502 6 Digidrive, 6-tine rotors 6.5m

GF 7802 6 Digidrive, 7-tine rotors 7.8m

GF 10812 T 10 Trailed, Digidrive 10.8m

Tedders – 4 & 6 rotor models starting from as little as £4,976

GF 502

Model Mounted/
Semi-mounted

No of 
rotors Working width

GA 5031 Mounted 1 0.7 - 1.5m

GA 6501 P Mounted 2 5.55 - 6.4m

GA 8731 Semi-mounted 2 7.7 - 8.6m

Gyrorakes

GA 8731VB 3160

Quality product • Price-competitive • Interest-free plan

CONTACT YOUR AGRICULTURAL PARTS DEPARTMENT

A G R I C U LT U R E
TOTAL CROP PACKAGE SOLUTION

ARE YOU 
TALKING TO US?

Kuhn Twin Disc Fertiliser Spreaders that we currently have 
in stock include Axis 30.2, Axis 40.2 emc and Axis 50.2 hemc 
models, all of which incorporate the CDA distribution system 
to deliver the right dose in the right place every time, resulting 
in significant cost efficiencies and savings in fertiliser.  With 
capacities from 1,400l upwards, the units can be linked to tractor 
guidance systems. Spread width can be varied from 12 to 50 
meters simply by changing the spinner discs.

A one-off opportunity
to acquire this ex-demo 
Kuhn Mixer Wagon at 
a very keen price: cross 
feeding, 2 vertical augers, 
anti overflow ring 5 
point, Flexilift tilt and 
slide conveyor, 6 auger 
knives, k-nox augers, 
manual counter knives.

To enquire about 
any of the KUHN 

products on these 
pages, contact your 

T H WHITE sales 
representative TODAY. 
Make 2019 your best 

season ever!

FROM £4,976

FROM £8,647
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TRACTOR
2014 New Holland T7.270 Terraglide II with 
   brakes, 3600 hrs, excellent £65,000 AT

MACHINERY
2016 EX-DISPLAY – Väderstad Carrier 525XL Disc 
   Cultivator, 5.25m working width £38,150 CO
2010 Hardi Commander, 4500ltr tank, 24m delta 
   force boom, safe track steering system, 
   excellent condition £17,000 PC
2008, Krone Rake, good condition £8,000 RM
Besson Disc Harrow, 4.6 meter £6,500 PC
2014 Pöttinger Novcatt 301 front mower, 
   alpha control £6,500 SC
2012 Claas Tedder, 7.7m working width, 
   serviced and ready to go £5,250 AW

Maschio Power Harrow, 3 meter £4,500 AT
2010 Kuhn Axis 40.1W, 1200l hopper & 
   lights, immaculate condition £4,250 CD
Reco Accord Drill, good condition £3,750 AT
Kuhn MDS 19.1D2 twin disc, 300ltr hopper, 
   double acting hydraulics £2,750 AT
1992 Kuhn Plough, good metal, fair £2,750 AW
Kuhn MM121 5 Furrow Plough £POA PC
2009 Claas 3050 Mower Condition £3,500 SC
2002 John Deere 228A Mower £3,500 SC
2002, John Deere 1365 Mower £POA  SC
2013 John Deere X534 Ride on Lawn Mower,
   54” deck, 4 wheel steer, electronic deck lift, 
   c/w mulching kit, new blades £3,250 AD
EX-DEMO – Robomow RS630 mower, 

   base station, wire & pegs, mower 
   will come with all accessories to 
   self-install, very good condition £1,800 SK

TANKER
1995 1500 Slurry Tanker, good pump   £3,500 RM

TRAILER
Marshall 11 tonne Silage Trailer £5,500 PC

MULE/UTV
2016 Kawasaki Mule Pro DXT UTV, diesel, 
   half cab, road legal, c.1,000 hrs £9,200 AD
2017 Ex-Demo Honda UTV 700M2, 2-yr warranty, 
   towball, EASI raining course £8,495 TR
2014 Honda TRX 500FE2F, electric gear 
   change, power steering, towball £4,995 TR

1995 New Holland FX300 
Forage Harvester, in 
working order, sold as seen  
£18,000  AT

2005 New Holland BB940 
Baler, single axle hyd brakes, 
92,000 bales  £15,000  AT

2011 New Holland FR9050 
Forage Harvester, hours: 
engine 2134, chopping 
1582  £83,000  AT

2008 New Holland A440 
Maize Header, 8 row small 
discs  £25,000  AT

2016 Case IH Optum 300, 
front linkage, 5-electric 
remotes, hyd top link, full 
guidance    £98,000  SC

2011 New Holland T6050 
Elite 16 x 16 electro 
Command, 40kph, no 
weights    £33,500  AD

2012 New Holland T6070 
Elite, 40k trans, front 
linkage, 4,300 hrs, very nice 
condition  £35,000 CD

2008 Kverneland 5/200 
5F, mounted reversible, no 
28 bodies, combi wheel, 
headstock lock  £10,500  BL

2014 New Holland T7.250 
Power Command Classic, 
c/w front linkage & PTO, air 
brakes  £43,500  AD

2016 New Holland T7.190, 
50kph, c/w semi p/shift, 
joystick, very good condition
£59,000  JW

2017 Claydon front mounted 
tank, RDS control box, 
distribution head, pipework 
& fertilizer coulters  £POA  AD

Spearhead Excel 605 
Hedge Trimmer, good 
working order, 1.2m head, 
hyd roller  £12,500  AT

2015 Väderstad CR625XL 
Disc Harrow, 6.25m 
XL carrier, excellent 
condition  £37,000  RL

2015 Manitou MLT 735 120 
powershift LSU, fully dealer 
serviced, very nice condition 
£39,000  CD

2018 McConnel topper 9, 
heavy duty rotary mower, 
9ft cut  £POA  CD

2017 HiSpec 3500 gallon 
TD-S Slurry Tanker, topfi ll, 
internal agitator, hyd drive 
pump £36,750  BG

2018 Manitou MLT625, 
Kubota engine, 75hp/55.
4w stage 3B, hydrostatic 
transmission  49,800  CD

2014 Kuboto M135GX, 2 
rear spools, 40kph, front 
suspension, 850 hrs from 
new   36,000  RD

2017 Case IH Farmall C, 24 
x 24 hi/lo gearbox, 40kph, 
LRZ 100 Loader, 2 rear 
remotes   41,500  CM

BIG NAMES IN USED EQUIPMENT

www.thwhiteused.co.uk

WHITE'S WORLD WHITE'S WORLD

On the opposite page is our usual monthly selection 
of some of the best used agricultural equipment on 
the market. But on this page we present a selection 
of clearance items at great prices. 
 This selection of products may be ex-display, 
ex-demonstrators or ex-hire items, or simply items that 

we have had in store for a longer period.  As a result, 
some items may exhibit storage soiling or show signs 
of light use, but without exception they are high quality 
machines and implements.  
 All items will be fully checked by our technicians as 
well as being warranted by T H WHITE.

All items off ered are subject to remaining unsold.  Prices shown do not include VAT.

New Holland T6.175 DC 
T4B, 50kph, engine speed 
management, cab susp, 
front linkage  £69,950

New Holland T6.180, T4B, 
50kph with auto function, 
Michelin tyres 480/65R28, 
600/65R38  £67,640

New Holland T7.210, 
TB4, 40/50kph, Range 
Command, variable ratio 
steering  £79,000

Case IH Farmall 105C HD 
– high-lo 24 x 24 2 speed p/
shift, 40kph, HD rear axle, 3 
rear remotes, aircon  £POA

Case IH Luxxum 120 – 32 x 
32 powershift, 40kph, push 
back hitch, cab susp, air seat, 
front weight carrier  £45,270

Honda 700M2, 2 year 
warranty, handbook, fi tted 
towball, EASI one day free 
training course  £8,495

Pottinger Lion 600 folding 
Power Harrow  
£25,000

Manitou MLT 625-75H 
Elite – Kubota engine, 42” 
fi xed forks & carriage, 5 hyd 
services  £49,800

Manitou MLT741 Vario 
transmission, 7m reach, 
4.1 tonne lift capacity  
£66,000

Väderstad Top Down 400 
multipurpose cultivator 
£52,000

Warwick WB14FM 14t 
Grain Fastmaster Trailer 
£18,415

Väderstad Rapid RDA600S 
Combination Drill  
£82,000

Case IH Maxxum 145, 50kph 
– 540/540E/1000 PTO, front 
linkage, 90mm lift ram, susp f/
axle with brakes  £69,650

Case IH Maxxum 150, 
540/540E/1000 PTO, susp 
front axle with brakes,   
£71,000

Case IH Farmall 115C HD, Hi-
low 24x24 2 speed powershift, 
Tyres 540/65R34, 440/65R24 
£41,200

New Holland FR650 T4B – 
4wd diff  lock, 40kph, engine 
compressor, autofl oat, 
climate control   £205,000

New Holland T7.270 AC 
T4B – 50kph eco cvt, class 4R 
axle, cab suspension, climate 
control   £114,000

Case IH 8240 combine 
harvester – autoguidance, 
hi-cap unload auger, engine 
compressor  £POA

New Holland CX7.80 
combine – chop & chaff , yield 
monitor, autoguidance, 22ft 
varifeed header   £183,000

Case IH Puma 200 T4B – 
50kph, exhaust brake, air 
trailer brakes, f/linkage, 
auto aircon  £105,350

Kuhn Profi le 24.2CL TMR 
mixer wagon – cross feeding, 
2 vertical augers, 6 auger 
knives  £40,820

NH T7.245 AC T4B – 50 
kph, eco cvt, hydr single, 
full autoguidance,  joystick, 
aircon  £105,000

Pöttinger Torro 6010l 
Combiline Loader Wagon 
– tandem sprung steering 
axle,  45 knives  £69,250

Case IH Puma 200 T4B, 50kph 
– exhaust brake, air trailer 
brakes, adv hmc, f/linkage, 
auto aircon  £92,750
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HIGH QUALITY EX-DEMO, 
EX-DISPLAY & EX- HIRE STOCK

RB Ray Bennett   07710 985957
PC Paul Churches  07702 724308
SCT Steve Clucas-Tomlinson 07860 593339
SC Stuart Crook   07831 249489
AD Andy Daff urn 07860 331023
CD Colin Davis 07860 401211
RD Rhodri Davies        07775 003460

NE Nigel Ellis 07860 247367
WF William Farr 07495 114325
BG Bob Gallop 07831 883734
JH Jamie Harraway 07826 917955
SK Simon Knight 07860 712963
RL Ryan Lanfear 07769 248602

BL Ben Linton 07495 114479
CM Chris Martin 07919 044389
TR Tim Rochfort 07973 911934
AT Andy Taylor   07831 255811
AW Adrian Weaver 07850 301575
JW Joe Woolley 07818 077591
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2014 New Holland CR9080 
Combine, twin pitch rotors 
self-levelling cleaning shoe, 
yield monitor £152,000  RD

New Holland T7.190 50kph, 
Semi Powershift, cab susp, 
mech mirrors, LH & RH 
mirrors  £59,000

REF: 11116612

SOLD

SOLD
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£200£200
£197

STIHL 
FS55AV

   Low weight, 
 compact brush-
cutter with fully 
adjustable bike 
handle for larger 
mowing tasks.

SILAGE STACK NETS
8x25
Cover the silage stack with a JAF 
close-woven net to prevent bird 
and rodent damage. Made from 
UV-stabilised HDPE.

£30

STIHL RE119 PRESSURE CLEANER
Compact cold water high 
pressure cleaner with 
125 bar operating pressure. 
Steel-reinforced 8m high 
pressure hose. Maximum 
water throughput 500 l/h.

With FREE surface cleaner 
and foaming nozzle 
WHILE STOCKS LAST! £249.16

COBRA 16” SELF-
PROPELLED MOWER

With exceptional performance and 
style, the Cobra M40SPB 16” petrol 
lawnmower is powered by a Briggs 
      & Stratton 450E Series engine and 
                         is self propelled for 
                              tackling larger jobs.

For the first time Spider mowers will 
be attending Safety & Health Expo 
this year. The show – Europe’s leading 
health and safety event – takes place 
from 18-20 June at ExCel, London.
 Spider mowers are commercial 
remote-controlled mowers designed 
for use in high-risk areas where it is 
considered unsafe to cut grass with a 
traditional walk-behind mower or ride-on 
lawnmower, such as alongside highways 
and railway tracks; beside waterways 
and reservoirs; at airfields; military sites; 
power stations and heritage properties. 
They can safely mow slopes up to 40deg 

Alan Johnson has 
been appointed 
Director for the 
UK Palfinger 
distributorship, 
following Mark 
Rigby’s retirement 
in March.
 With more than 30 years’ experience 
in the lorry cranes sector, Alan joined 
the company in 2017 as Development 
Projects Manager before becoming 
General Manager in May 2018.
 “Since joining the team in 2017 I’ve 
worked on a broad range of projects 
which have given me the chance to build 
a strong interface between departments 
and people, many of whom I knew 
already from my time in previous roles in 
the industry.” 
 “Becoming the General Manager of 
Palfinger UK in 2018 gave me additional 
exposure to the commercial elements of 
the business and importantly some great 
opportunities for increased involvement 
with customers and suppliers.”
 “I’m looking forward to working 
with my colleagues, our customers and 
suppliers to ensure that we remain a 
reliable, innovative business and the 
first-choice partner for customers across 
the UK. It’s a fact that one of the biggest 
strengths of Palfinger UK is our people. 
Additionally we have great resources at 
our disposal to add value to customers 
across the UK, as well as a fantastic core 
product from the global market leader, 
Palfinger.”

Former T H WHITE 
managing director 
David Scott was 
sworn in as the 
new High Sheriff 
for Wiltshire and 
Swindon on 6 April.
     The post, which 
David will hold for 
a year, combines 
traditional duties –
including attending 

members of the Royal Family visiting 
the county, acting as a returning officer 
at Parliamentary elections, chaperoning 
High Court judges when they visit the 
county – with a role as representative in 
the county for matters of law and order 
and the judiciary.
 “ I feel extremely fortunate to have 
been given this opportunity,” he said. “As 
well as meeting the many bodies and 
people involved with maintaining law 
and order I intend to raise awareness 
of some of the organisations and 
charities that are helping young people 
throughout Swindon and Wiltshire”
 David retired as MD of T H WHITE in 
2015 to be succeeded by his son, Alex.

independently, or up to 55deg using the 
integrated hydraulic winch – gradients 
which would normally be considered to 
be outside safe limits.
 The operator controls the Spider 
from up to 100 metres away, remaining 
out of harm’s way and risk of injury. 
The low weight of the unit also prevents 
damage to turf and eliminates soil erosion, 
while low fuel consumption means cost 
savings and reduced emissions.
 Safe they certainly are, but that does 
not impede a Spider’s productivity. The 
largest model, the ILD02 can match 
15 operatives with strimmers, and all 
machines feature a unique 4-wheel drive 
system enabling them to turn 360deg on 
their axis for quick manoeuvring. Even 
the slightly smaller ILD01 can mow up 
to 7,000m2 per hour, covering huge areas 
quickly and easily. You’ll certainly get 
huge value for money from a Spider.
 See us on stand SH 1040 at ExCel, or 
find out more about Spider and arrange 
a free, on-site demonstration at www.
thwhite.co.uk/machinery-imports/spider.

MACHINERY IMPORTSLORRY CRANES
SPIDER SHOWS THE WAY AT SAFETY & HEALTH EXPOALAN TAKES THE REINS

NEW HIGH SHERIFF
GROUP


